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My Sweetie Is Back
 
My sweetie is back
 
Four and half days elapsed
It was not too long
Or a short
However, a terrible silence
Haunted in my mind
I experienced it again
For the first time
After the untimely death
Of my beloved wife
 
It was a painful silence
Sour and monotonous
Gradually reaching for a torment
To destroy anybody
 
A technical fault
Of modern technology
Temporarily separated communication
Meanwhile
Two hearts continued
In worrying
The whereabouts
Of each other
 
My sweetie is back now
To share with me
Love and affection
No matter of how long
The distance between she and me
 
She did not ask for
Her heart back
Given to me to look after
I did not ask for
My heart back
Given her to look after
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Instead, we take care of both
Feel happy and blissful
 
*Sunil Algama* May 26,2015
 
Sunil Algama
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Take Your Heart Back
 
Take your heart back
 
 
 
You abandoned your heart
At my feet
Three days elapsed
 
Why so neglected?
You feel not
That is left
I am exhausted
In looking after
Both hearts
 
Yet you are unheard
Where are you now?
Both are going to lose life
Soon
I know both hearts
Come to an end
In near future
Both have to lose
Wealth and love
 
Come and take your heart now
You are not in a position
Give life to a dead heart
Using Saudi Riyal
 
*Sunil Algama* May 25,2015
Thank you all reading my poem
 
Sunil Algama
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The Historical Temporary Death Of Jesus
 
Jesus sleeps
A temporary relief from the painful blood
For just a one day
Today, Saturday
Until the dawn of tomorrow
The greatest Sunday in the world
 
Put up with black hearts
Overflowing a stream of hatred
Begged not life from the sinners
Able only to take life
Not to give
Jesus sleeps
On the second day after the brutal death
 
Without putting down enemies forcefully
Instead
Jesus chose to suffer
The historical instant of unused power
After being displaying the great example
The way to retain power
Jesus sleeps
 
 
 
 
 
 
Looked at the dreadful dragon in front
Death
Noticed not the blood spilling
Continuous departure of his flesh
Attach to unkind whips of lashing soldiers
Hold the Death Cross
Sin of the world
Incapable of being put up with
Simply walked along the mountain of Golgotha
Walked along
Slowly and patiently
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Rejecting learned sermons
Jesus displayed
The incredible example
The power of loving kindness and forbearance
Jesus sleeps
 
After the great attempt of
Teaching the world
The judgment for the game Sin
It is not Punishment, but
Forgiveness
Jesus sleeps
 
 
 
 
 
Until the dawn of the great Sunday
Waiting for the call of God
For the resurrection
The great miracle due to happen tomorrow
Under earth for the last day
Jesus sleeps
 
© Sunil Algama - April 15,2017
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